MetaJure ILLUMINATE™ and NetDocuments®
FAST, EASY ACCESS to 100% of the knowledge in your firm
An affordable Enterprise Search product

With attorneys handling more than 26,000 documents every year—70 per day—email and
document management have become major challenges for every modern law firm. Although half
of US firms have a document management system, more than 50% of their emails and
documents are outside their DMS.
MetaJure ILLUMINATE is the enterprise search product that brings all of this information to light.
With ILLUMINATE, lawyers and staff can access 100% of their electronic documents across their
enterprise – and find what they need quickly and easily. ILLUMINATE is fully integrated with
NetDocuments, giving attorneys a seamless experience so they can realize greater value from
their work product, expertise and wisdom.
ILLUMINATE automatically captures, OCR’s and indexes all of the documents, folders, and email in
a law firm, including information on personal computers, unstructured data on network drives
and other dedicated storage sites, and the files inside NetDocuments - without disrupting the
data. ILLUMINATE makes all of the information easily accessible through an intuitive, Google-like
interface, that can also be accessed on mobile devices.

A search tool for legacy data, hidden repositories & unique data locations

Firms need fast, easy access to the information often locked in legacy repositories, discovery files
and proprietary systems. Now, these important records are easily available, giving legal teams
access to the very intellectual property that can provide a competitive advantage.
Firms are using ILLUMINATE today to unlock their knowledge and access:
• Legacy data and unstructured information on file shares
• Case files, including documents from both clients and opposing counsel
• Dedicated or special network drives, such as those that include only email

Smart pricing

MetaJure ILLUMINATE is a SaaS product that is fully integrated with NetDocuments’ system. The
annual fee for ILLUMINATE includes maintenance, support and upgrades.
Finally, an easy and powerful solution to accessing 100% of the knowledge inside your law firm.
Contact MetaJure for more information.
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